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Ion absolute perfection booster how to use

For those who may not have heard of Olaplex – it's apparently (I've never personally used it) magic. It is also expensive... Not to mention that it can only be purchased with a cosmetological license. In any chemical or heat treatment, the hair bandages break. This makes your hair brittle and crack. The
Olaplex should repair broken ties in the 3-phase system. Since Olaplex can only be purchased under license, I found Ion Absolute Perfection Booster at Sally's. Ion Absolute Perfection Booster Step 1: Price: $1.99 or $1.69 with Beauty Club Card Claims: According to Sally Beauty Supply: Fix and Help
Create New Bindings to Stronger Hair Reduce Drought During Chemical Services Restore Moisture and Reduce Breakage Sounds Too Good to Be True. Use: Mix the mixer or hair color thoroughly before adding the ion color Brilliance Absolute Perfection Booster. Hair color: Mix 1/2 vial (1/8 ounce or 3.75
ml) in 4 ounces of color, no developer adjustments are required. Lightener: Mix 1 vial (1/4 ounce or 7.5 ml) of 2 ounces of bleach mixture. Due to the intense air conditioning activity, increase the full volume level of developer 1 to get the best results. 10-20 volts, 20-30 volts, 30-40 volts. Does it work? Yes.
Amazingly, it works. Since I have never personally used Olaplex, I cannot fully compare the two; However, since I have used this product, my hair has seen much less damage from constant bleaching/dyeing/coloring I do for it. That doesn't mean my hair isn't damaged. It is, trust me. But it's significantly



less damaged than it was before I found this. Do you want me to buy you back? I must have bought about 15 bottles of these, and I'm not quitting now! Overall rating: 5/5 star Price you really can't beat this product. If you dye your hair yourself, give me this next time! There is stage 2, it is called Ion
Absolute Perfection Color Sealer Step 2. This one I used once, I didn't really feel like it was doing anything other than a standard color-safe care. But I'll use Ion after color therapy. This stuff smells fantastic and softens the hair by incredibly sealing the skin after coloring. Personally, I say skip step 2 and
use only after color treatment, but if you use a fashion color that you don't want to fade, I would give the color seal as an extra precaution. Xoxo Hair crazy on a budget Have you tried these products? In the comments, tell us if it/doesn't work for you or if you've found something even better! I've dyed my
hair a few times in my life, and since I switched to Ion Demi Permanent, my hair doesn't feel damaged at all compared to coloring with the color of the box. But This... This...
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